
SUENEN CHAMPAGNE
CÔTE DES BLANCS  - CRAMANT

Former semi-pro basketball player Aurélien Suenen never thought
he would join the world of wine. Although he comes from a long
line of vignerons dating back to 1898, his parents had always encour-
aged him to follow his own bliss. Since officially taking over the
family domaine in Champagne’s grand cru appelation of Cramant in
2009, Aurélien’s passion quickly changed from basketball to wine
as if a light bulb had gone off in his head. Since his father’s passing,
he has become a hopeful voice for change, bringing consciousness
back to the terroir by focusing all of his energy towards its renewal.

A LIFE CHANGING TRANSITION

Unfortunately, like many vignerons in France, Aurélien’s father,
Daniel, was a victim of a tractor accident. It happened while
Aurélien was just 18 years old and enrolled in a sports program
outside of Reims, and the young teenager returned to help during
his father’s recovery. Aurélien decided that his family needed him,
but instead of giving up his dream entirely, he pursued a two-year
degree in Viticulture and Enology in tandem with his sports studies,
basketball practice and work at the domaine. “I never felt obligated
to help out at home, but I wanted to. It was the hardest time in my
whole life,” he says. During these years, he managed to spend four
summers in Philadelphia playing ball for private clubs, loving every
minute of it, and becoming a diehard Duke Basketball fan.

 “I learned a lot from my time in the States,” he explains. “It’s a very different culture, but it taught me a ton.
The fact that I’ve been able to push myself as much as I have comes from the work ethic I learned over there.”

Although Daniel eventually recovered from the accident, in 2008, it was discovered that he had cancer. Only a few
months later in 2009, he died. Aurélien was left to manage everything. He explains:

“During this time, I tasted lots of Champagne and was most inspired by those who put their terroir first-
people like the Agrapart brothers and Anselme Sélosse. It’s impossible to make a great wine without let-

ting nature take the lead. Since I’ve been thinking the way they do, I’ve seen great results.”

And so, like his artistic muses, he turned his attention to the vineyards and hasn’t looked back since.



SUENEN CHAMPAGNE
A FOCUS ON TERROIR AND A RETURN TO BALANCE

The viticultural trends in Champagne during the late 20th century advocated the use of synthetic chemicals. Thought
to increase yields and provide a quick fix, it did just that…but it killed all the life in the soil and didn’t do anything to
improve the quality of the wines. Aurélien’s first order of business after taking over the domaine was to see to the
rehabilitation of the soils—a long project which has already seen fabulous progress, even if he feels is still very much
in its early phases. Working with highly respected viticultural consultants Claude and Lydia Bourguignon and their
son, Emmanuel, Aurélien has been actively studying the soils, becoming more intimate with the nuances of his
terroirs, and introducing organic practices into the vineyards.

Aurélien works the vineyards with the help of Christophe
Barbier, a vigneron who has been working for the Suenens
for twenty years. Christophe was instrumental in Aurélien’s
apprenticeship as has been quick to adapt to Aurélien’s
new methods. Together, they farm five hectares of Char-
donnay vines in the Côte des Blancs, and Pinot Noir, Pinot
Meunier and Chardonnay in the St. Thierry hills, due
northwest of Reims. In the Côte des Blancs, they farm
terroirs in Cramant, Chouilly and Oiry—all grand cru appel-
lations that demand high standards. Cramant sits at the
high point of the slope, Chouilly at mid-slope and Oiry
towards the base, all in ancient 72- to 80-million-year-old
Campanian chalk, known for its efficient water retention.
 In the St. Thierry hills, they farm terroirs in the village of Montigny-sur-Vesle on sand, chalk and clay soils from the
Tertiary period.
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As such, Aurélien prunes aggressively to achieve low yields, and in
most years gets 65-76 hectoliters per hectare in an area that permits
95! The harvest generally takes place in mid-September, although
Aurélien prefers extra hang time to achieve his optimal level of
ripeness—about two weeks longer than most of his neighbors.

Since 2009, Aurélien has completely eliminated herbicides from their vineyard practices and cut all other treatments
down to a bare minimum. Now, 95 percent of the products he uses are organic, and the five percent that are synthetic
is only used during difficult years, and only before flowering. He and Christophe plow regularly to bring balance back
to the soils and use natural composts to recreate the humus. All synthetic treatments are targeted and precise, designed
to be absorbed by the plant quickly with as little impact to the soil as possible. Aurélien explains his philosophy:

“I’ve pushed sustainable farming to its limits, but I have to
wonder about converting to organic or biodynamic farming.
Those methods allow the use of copper, and copper is a heavy
metal that has a negative impact on the water table. I’m not
someone who does something good just for the sake of it. I need
to learn, to experiment and to be convinced. My number one
priority right now is to recapture the health and balance of my
soils. You can’t just go from zero to sixty; it needs to occur step
by step. But you have to be willing to accept low yields.”

BURGUNDIAN-INFLUENCED VINIFICATIONS & ÉLEVAGES

In addition to following family traditions in the cellar,
Aurélien has also been influenced by Burgundian-style
winemaking, where natural, whole-cluster fermentations
separated by terroir, long aging on the lees and extended
élévages can create outstanding wines. “I haven’t invented
anything,” he explains. “I work like they do in Burgundy,
paying attention to maturity, time, and native yeasts. You
need to cultivate the vine before hoping to use native
yeasts.”

Chez Suenen, alcoholic fermentations are temperature-controlled and take place on native yeasts, anywhere for three
weeks to a month. Organic phosphates are added in small doses to feed the yeasts. Once finished, the wines rest until
January, when Aurélien tastes them to decide if they will go through malolactic fermentation - although the vintage
cuvées never do.
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RICHNESS, RIPENESS, CHARACTER & MINERALITY

While the Suenens used to age their wines in 100 percent
enamel-lined tanks, Aurélien now uses 25 percent six-to-
eight-year barrels from the Côte de Beaune and is experi-
menting with eight percent cement egg-shaped cuves. The
cuves allow the wines to keep their freshness, but he be-
lieves the barrels do a better job of micro-oxygenating the
wines. Eventually, he would like to transition entirely to
100 percent Austrian Stockinger barrels and demi-muids,
believing them to show more finesse and fruit and less oak
flavors.

In 2013, Aurélien started separating his vintage and non-vintage cuvées from the Côte des Blancs into separate
terroirs—a Burgundian practice that more vignerons in Champagne are adopting. He has also created a blanc de noirs
made entirely from Pinot Meunier sourced from the village of Montigny-sur-Vesle. These special single-village wines
are aged in demi-muids, foudres and egg-shaped cuves. In addition, he bottles a reserve brut from his parcels in the Massif
de Saint-Thierry; “Cuvée Blanc de Blancs Grand Cru Extra Brut” from the ensemble of his parcels in the Côte des
Blancs; a brut rosé made from 89 percent Chardonnay from the Côte des Blancs and 11 percent from the Massif de
Saint Thierry; and a grand cru vintage extra-brut only from exceptional years.

Aurélien’s insatiable drive for perfection keeps him focused
with an eye toward the future. To best farm Champagne’s
mineral-driven grand cru terroirs, he believes he will eventually
convert entirely to organic or biodynamic farming, although he
is still taking the time to ask the right questions. In the mean-
time, Aurélien and Christophe continue to bring more vitality
to the soils and finding the authentic expressions of his fine
terroirs in the wines. In seeking full grape maturity and long,
Burgundian élévages, he has already achieved richness, ripeness
and mineral-driven champagnes. Beyond those memorable
traits, Aurélien’s wines are filled with a character that goes
beyond mere taste. Seeing how ardently he directs his passion,
it is clear that these wines are destined for greatness.
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